This little pumpkin is tatted in pearle cotton size 8.

Begin with orange thread on two shuttles CTM.

The center ring is just 6 Picots with one DS between them.

The 7th picot is the mock picot when climbing out of this ring with a split ring.

Split Ring ( 4 - 3 / 4 - 3 ) Turn

Chain 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 Turn

Ring ( 3 + 4 + 4 - 3 ) Turn

Repeat previous ring and chain around.

The final ring also joins to the picot of the Split Ring.

Leaves

The leaves are two hanging cluny leaves that are joined to a picot of the pumpkin at the point.

To accomplish this join place the cluny leaf next to the picot where it will join and when you wrap the weaver thread under the floss threader do a down join through the picot and then continue with the wrap under the far thread, over the floss threader, and finally under the near thread.

Put the weaver thread through the eye of the floss threader as usual and pull it down through the center of the cluny leaf. Pull the loom thread down through the leaf, and tighten both threads to shape the point of the leaf. Tat a lock stitch, first half unflipped, second half flipped to lock in the shape of the leaf.

Make the second leaf as the first, then tat two DS using the orange thread as the shuttle thread and the green thread as the ball thread. Tie all four ends in a double overhand knot, and then make twisted cord for a bookmark or hide the ends and cut close to the work.